
Liaison Meeting February 22, 2016

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In November 2012, the Department received the Notice of Proposed Rule Making regarding the federal regulations covering the DBE Program namely 49 CFR Part 26.  Since that time, we have sought input and feedback from a variety of stakeholders, internal and external to assist us in implementing changes required by the rule modifications finally published on October 4, 2014.This presentation and the Special Provisions we are discussing today are a result of this three year process.  The new special provisions are dated February 8, 2016 and are included in the proposals for the March 18, 2016 bid opening. The SP in the proposal applies to the job.  Please read the SPs applicable to your jobs.  And, please contact us with your questions.  We welcome them.



Matter of Responsiveness
All documentation must be submitted at the time of 
bid with initial proposals

Matter of Responsibility
All documentation must be submitted within 7 days 
 January 1, 2017  - 7 days is reduced to 5 days.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Department must choose and follow one of the two procedural options for Good Faith Efforts stated in 49 CFR 26.53.  This has not changed.We must choose between: Receiving all documentation required by the rule at the time of bid with initial proposals as a matter of responsiveness orReceiving documentation required by the rule within 7 days of the bid opening.We’ve operated under Option B for many years.-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------On contracts for which a goal has been established, we must receive written documentation of:the names and addresses of DBEs that will participate in the contract; a description of the work they will perform, the dollar amount of each DBE’s participation; documentation of the bidder’s commitment to use the DBE as well as the DBE’s written confirmation of the type and dollar amount of work they will perform on the contract.  And, if the contract goal is not met, the documentation of good faith efforts.§26.53 What are the good faith efforts procedures recipients follow in situations where there are contract goals? (b) (3)(i) At your discretion, the bidder/offeror must present the information required by paragraph (b)(2) of this section—(A) Under sealed bid procedures, as a matter of responsiveness, or with initial proposals, under contract negotiation procedures; or(B) No later than 7 days after bid opening as a matter of responsibility. The 7 days shall be reduced to 5 days beginning January 1, 2017.



RGC SP p. 2

REQUIREMENTS 

 I, II, III, V - REQUIRED - ALL BIDDERS

 I, II, III, IV, V - REQUIRED - ALL SUBCONTRACTORS OVER $500,000

 III, IV - REQUIRED - ALL PROVIDING QUOTES OVER/UNDER $500,000

 I, II - WAIVED IF THE BIDDER MEETS THE PROJECT DBE GOAL



All Bidders & All Subcontractors over $500K MUST:
 I.   Advertise (SP I – p. 2)
 DBE Newsletter - Advertisement System – 15 days prior to Bid Opening

OR
 Directly contact all DBEs in specific work types – 7 days prior to Bid 

Opening

 II.  Sign In (SP II – p. 3)
 Online Sign In System – open 8 days prior to bid opening and closes 

11 a.m. the day before bid opening
 Sign In list viewable during this period

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This presentation and the Special Provisions we are discussing today are a result of a three year process working with internal and external stakeholders to assist us in implementing changes required by rule modifications published on October 4, 2014. The new special provisions are dated February 8, 2016 and are included in the proposals for the March 18, 2016 bid opening. The SP in the proposal applies to the job.  Please read the SPs applicable to your jobs.  And, please contact us with your questions.  We welcome them.Start with Page one on SP – just goes over where to find our contact information, links to the information provided in the SP,  and specific Federal Language.The February 8, 2016 SPs may not look the same to you – most has remained the same.  In most cases, we’ve added flexibility for the contractor in an effort to provide additional contracting opportunities through all tiers, and we’ve clarified a lot of the requirements.  Page Two of both Special Provisions specifically states the Requirements for the various parties involved in bidding.I– This is not new:	All Bidders and all Large Subcontractors must Advertise before the Bid Opening.	We’ve provided two options for your advertisement. 	Ads placed in the Online Ad System 15 days before the bid opening will be included in the DBE Newsletter	And this is new: If you’ve missed the Newsletter, you may directly contact all DBEs with your solicitation.  The SP outlines the particulars.II– This is not new:		All Bidders and all Large Subcontractors must Sign In before the Bid Opening.  We’ve allowed some flexibility with the sign in, and I’ll get in to that more later in the presentation	And this is new:  Any subcontractor, broker, manufacturer, supplier, vendor, and regular dealer may use the Bid Opening Sign-In System.  	If you are new to the Sign In system, you will need to create a new account.The Advertisement and Sign-In Systems are located at the same internet address for your convenience.



 III.  Receive & Evaluate all Quotes Offered (SP III – p. 3)
 Time frames for dollar values of work outlined in SP
 DOT will only consider timeframes in bid differential process

 Subcontractors over $500K must Submit Form a with quote to Bidder

 IV.  Submit Bid or Quote & Form A – (SP p. 4)

V.   Submit Forms in 7 days from bid opening (SP V – p. 4)
 Form A (if corrected or amended)
 Form B or copies of ALL Quotes received

Presenter
Presentation Notes
III – This is not new: All bidders and All Large Subcontractors must receive and evaluate all quotes received.  The time table to submit quotes is outlined on page 3 of the SP.  The time table had been removed from an early version of the SPs, but we replaced it at the request of contractors because receiving quotes on these time schedules helped them prepare their bids. This is new:  quotes must be received by NDDOT by 8 p.m. prior to the bid opening.  Quotes submitted after 8 p.m. may not be considered in the bid differential analysis – page 4IV – This is not new: Be sure to submit your bid if you’re a bidder - or submit Form A along with your quote to the prime if you’re a large subcontractor.V – This is not new:  Submit the required forms as stated on page 4 of the SP within 7 calendar days.  After January 1, 2017, that time will be reduced to 5 days after the bid opening.



If Goal is Met at the time of bid OR within 7 days 
of the bid opening:
In addition to Forms A & B/quote copies:
ALB must also submit SFN 52160 – Form C

Job is sent to Director for consideration of 
award

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you’ve met the goal, we don’t care if you’ve signed in or advertised, job will be sent to Director for consideration. You have UP TO 7 days to get to that goal.,



 Advertised or contacted DBEs prior to bid opening – NOT WAIVED

 Signed In prior to bid opening – NOT WAIVED

 Submitted
 Form A with BidEx – SFN 52750 (with any revisions)
 Form B or quote copies – SFN 52013
 Form C – SFN 52160
Contractor’s Good Faith Efforts Documentation – SFN 60829 

 Job is sent to DBE Participation Review for determination of GFE

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Page 5 SP - This is where we’ve allowed the flexibility if you did not sign in, you meet the goal within that 7 days. After all documentation is complete, the packages are sent to the DBE Participation Review Committee for determination of Good Faith Efforts. Keep in mind if you have not signed in or advertised, our hands are tied. 



Submit – SFN 60829 – required items listed

Detail bid differentials between:

DBE & non-DBE AND
DBE & Prime intending to self-perform

Contractor’s Good Faith Efforts Determination  
Committee reviews GFE Documentation
Evaluation of GFE – (SP p. 5)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Page 5 - We struggled in the past not getting consistent information - Inconsistencies from 250 pages of GFE documentation to a single letter stating that “unfortunately we were unable to meet the goal”.  So we created this form and the list of expected information to make clear to you what is needed. Apples to Apples for all and much faster!The evaluation of Good Faith Efforts is effectively the same as it been in the past, but we’ve cut the steps down from the 13 to what we could not waive if the goal was not met.



Contractor notified of Committee’s Good Faith Efforts 
Determination

Contractor may request Administrative Reconsideration 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Not new –bidder still has the opportunity for administrative reconsideration if the committee determined they had not demonstrated good faith GFE



 DBE Directory – p.1

Download all DBE contact information by type of work

Links: SPs, Civil Rights, Plans & Proposals, & Construction/Engineering

 Bid Opening Sign In System – (p. 3 SP)

Added - subcontractors, suppliers, vendors, brokers, regular dealers

Report available for download throughout the Sign In period

 DBE Advertisement System – (p.2 SP)

Submit advertisements online – same location as Sign In System

Your ad will be placed in the DBE Newsletter

 Definitions – back of SP’s, before the forms

Presenter
Presentation Notes
User guide with DBE Directory – all info on DBE’s can be downloaded into an excel spreadsheet and imported into your Outlook if you like.Advertisements will be placed in the DBE newsletter



Sample forms in SPs – Use forms from NDDOT website
 Form A submitted through Bid Ex at time of bid
 Submit SFN 52750 – for any additions or revisions

 Form B or quote copies – SFN 52013 (for RGC or RGN)
 Copies or list of ALL quotes – subcontractor, supplier, vendor, broker, regular 

dealer, other.
 Mark those quotes being used on the job

 Form C – SFN 52160 (for RGC or RGN)
 ALL DBEs or non-DBEs to be used in Bid Differential

Good Faith Efforts – SFN 60829 *New Form

Presenter
Presentation Notes
All forms have been modified slightly for clarity – the information needed has not changed. All forms need to be accessed from our website.Sample forms at the back of each SP.



If goal is met at time of bid or within 7 days:
Submit Form B or quote copies
Form C for ALL DBES used– SFN 52160
Submit revised FORM A if goal met after time of bid

IF GOAL IS NOT MET:
Submit Form B/quotes & Form Cs – SFN 52160
Submit GFE Documentation – SFN 60829
 INCLUDE INFO LISTED IN INSTRUCTIONS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As we have it laid out here, it gives you options if you forgot to advertise and you didn’t sign in.So you understand in advance that if you’ve forgotten or missed the sign in or advertisement deadlines, you and we had very little flexibility.   This provides you the option of searching for additional participation.In the past if you didn’t sign in or advertise and didn’t meet the goal, it indicated to the Department that you had not followed good faith efforts..



Advertise
Sign in
Receive & evaluate all quotes given
Submit Bid
Submit Quotes or Form B
Mark which quotes are being used



Advertise
Sign in
Submit quotes to NDDOT prior to 8 p.m. before bid 
opening
Receive & evaluate all quotes given
Submit FORM A with quote to prime
 Identify DBE participation
Submit quotes received or Form B
Required for either RGC & RGN projects



Must submit quotes to NDDOT by 8 PM day before
Required for either RGC & RGN projects

(Optional) Sign In & indicate type of work sought

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Signing in and indicating your type of work gives you the opportunity to let other contractors know you are out there and seeking work



RGN SP p. 2

BID OPENING RESPONSIBILITIES

 IV- REQUIRED - All Providing Quotes Over/Under $500K

 V - REQUIRED - All Bidders & All Subcontractors over $500K

 I, II, III - STRONGLY ENCOURAGED - All Bidders & All Subcontractors over $500K 

 II - STRONGLY ENCOURAGED - All Providing Quotes Over/Under $500K

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Race/Gender Neutral SP does not require Good Faith Efforts or replacement approval requests.



All Bidders & All Subcontractors over $500K MUST 
SUBMIT:
Forms within 7 days (SP V – p. 4)
Form A – SFN 52012 (with additional participation)
Form B – SFN 52013 or quote copies

Quotes to NDDOT by 8 PM day before (SP IV – p. 3)
All Apparent Low Bidders MUST also SUBMIT:
Form C – SFN 52160 with DBEs used on the project

RGN SP p. 2

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Race/Gender Neutral SP does not require Good Faith Efforts or replacement approval requests.



All Bidders & All Subcontractors over 
$500K are STRONGLY encouraged to:
Advertise (SP I – p.2)
Sign In (SP II – p. 3)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Remember, even though we have a R/N project out there, we’re still looking for participation as it counts towards our overall goal.Thank you for your attention, are there any questions?



NDDOT Contact Information

Civil Rights Division
3rd Floor – Transportation Building General inquiries:   701-328-2637 - or - civilrights@nd.gov

Contractor Sign In & Submit Advertisements at: 
https://apps.nd.gov/dot/cr/csi/login.htm

Denise G. Spanjer, DBE Program Administrator
701-328-3116 - or - dgspanjer@nd.gov

Submit quotes to:  subquotes@nd.gov or   
Fax:  701-328-0343

Ramona Bernard, Civil Rights Division Director
701-328-2576 - or - rbernard@nd.gov

DBE Directory 
https://dotnd.diversitycompliance.com/

All times are stated in Central Time. 
“Days” refers to calendar days, unless otherwise stated.
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